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Heat-capacity measurements are a useful tool for understanding the complex phase behaviour of systems
containing one-dimensional motifs. Here we study the signature within such measurements of the incorpora-
tion of defects into quasi-one-dimensional (q-1D) systems. Using Monte Carlo simulations, we show that, on
dilution by non-interacting sites, q-1D Ising models display a low-temperature signature not present in con-
ventional three-dimensional models. Frustrated embeddings of 1D chains show similar features to unfrustrated
embeddings, with the additional emergence of a finite ground-state entropy in the former, which arises from
chain segmentation. We introduce a mean-field formulation which captures the low-temperature behaviour of
the model. This theoretical framework is applied to the interpretation of experimental heat-capacity measure-
ments of the Tb1−ρYρ(HCOO)3 family of magnetocalorics. We find good correspondence between simulation
and experiment, establishing this system as a canonical example of dilute q-1D magnets.

The existence of partial order has been well characterised in
a range of quasi-one dimensional (q-1D) systems—materials
containing one dimensional (1D) motifs embedded in a
weakly interacting three dimensional (3D) lattice; examples
include urea clathrates [1, 2], charge-density wave phases [3],
organic conductors [4], inorganic and molecular magnets [5–
8], and ferroelectrics [9–11]. These systems are an impor-
tant playground for theoretical study [12–14], because they
exhibit a wealth of unusual physics [15, 16]. A key signa-
ture of q-1D physics lies in the temperature dependence of
the heat capacity C(T ): the function contains a broad feature
associated with the development of order within 1D motifs,
and a lower-temperature peak signifying the onset of long-
range 3D order [Fig. 1(a)]. Small changes in the strength of
inter-chain coupling give rise to large changes in C(T ), as
seen in Onsager’s analytical solution to the heat capacity of
the anisotropic rectangular lattice [Fig. 1(a)]. This sensitivity
is why heat capacity measurements are such an effective tool
for model parameterisation of q-1D systems [5].

Our interest here is in understanding the role of defects in
modifying q-1D physics. Because the 1D lattice is unique in
having no percolation threshold—a single vacancy divides the
lattice in two—q-1D systems have been found to be surpris-
ingly sensitive to small defect concentrations [7]. For exam-
ple, defect pinning and incommensurations play an accidental
role in the physics of 1D charge density wave (CDW) mate-
rials [18, 19]. Likewise, the deliberate inclusion of nonmag-
netic defects is emerging as an effective strategy both to tune
magnetocaloric effects [20, 21] and to develop unconventional
ferromagnets [22]. Given the importance of thermodynamic
measurements in understanding q-1D materials, an obvious
outstanding question is how the incorporation of defects af-
fects C(T ).

To address this question, we focus on the well-studied prob-
lem of nonmagnetic doping (dilution) of Ising models [23–
26]. To quantify the roles of dimensionality and geomet-
ric frustration, and to allow direct comparison against ex-
periment in due course, four simple models are considered
[Fig. 1(b–e)]. We are chiefly interested in the family of q-1D
models involving chains of ferromagnetically coupled Ising

FIG. 1. (a) Onsager’s exact solution [17] for the heat capacity of an
anisotropic rectangular lattice, shown for J⊥/J‖ = 0.01 and 0.005,
is very sensitive to the ratio of coupling constants. A fragment of
the lattice is shown as an inset, with intra-chain (J‖) and inter-chain
(J⊥) interactions represented by (thick) orange and (thin) green rods
respectively. (b–e) Lattices considered in this paper: (b) the 3D cubic
lattice; (c) the q-1D square lattice; (d) the q-1D triangular lattice; (e)
the staggered triangular terbium sublattice of the R3m Tb(HCOO)3
crystal structure [20].

(pseudo-)spins, which interact via a much weaker antiferro-
magnetic inter-chain coupling. Such models have the Hamil-
tonian

H = −J‖
∑
〈i,j〉‖

oiojSiSj + J⊥
∑
〈i,j〉⊥

oiojSiSj , (1)

where J‖ � J⊥ > 0 are the intra- and inter-chain coupling
strengths and the corresponding sums are taken over nearest-
neighbour intra- and inter-chain pairs, respectively. The pseu-
dospin variables Si = ±1 represent a general Ising state and
the corresponding occupancies oi denote whether the site ei-
ther has a degree of freedom (oi = 1) or is a non-interacting
defect (oi = 0). The oi are distributed randomly amongst all
sites i subject to an overall defect density ρ = 1 − 〈o〉 and
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are considered immobile—the so-called quenched limit [7].
For each of the models studied, it is already well established
that dilution leads to a “Griffiths” phase, where statistically-
rare regions of complete order make such models impossible
to solve analytically [23–25].

In this Letter, we apply both computational and theoreti-
cal approaches to study the effects of dilution on q-1D Ising
systems: chain-move Monte Carlo (MC) simulations identify
a dimensional crossover spanning three temperature regimes,
and a mean-field theory (MFT) is used to study the low-
and medium-temperature regimes. We identify three ther-
modynamic signatures of dilute q-1D physics which distin-
guish it from the behaviour of higher-dimensional systems:
(i) the entropy associated with the high-temperature transi-
tion decreases linearly with defect concentration; (ii) a max-
imum emerges at low temperature in the specific heat, which
grows in intensity and decreases in temperature with increas-
ing defect concentration; and (iii) below this maximum, the
heat capacity decays slowly, with a range where C(T ) ∝ T
emerging at low levels of dilution. We demonstrate that mag-
netic frustration leads to a broadening of these features and a
zero-point-entropy that varies linearly with ρ. The theoreti-
cal framework is then applied to interpret recent experimen-
tal heat capacity measurements of the q-1D magnetocalorics
Tb1−ρYρ(HCOO)3.

Chain-move MC simulations— MC simulation of q-1D sys-
tems is made difficult by the range of energy scales involved.
Conventional algorithms are easily trapped in local minima,
since traversing the energy landscape involves overcoming
strong intra-chain interactions. One workaround, used e.g. to
model the frustrated q-1D magnet Ca3Co2O6, is the Wang–
Landau algorithm [27–29]; a second is the application of non-
local moves, such as the ‘loop moves’ of spin-ice simulations
[30–32]. We employ a similar non-local approach here, al-
lowing occasional collective ‘chain moves’ of any spin-chain
segment (a set of spins in the same chain, uninterrupted by a
vacancy). The ratio of accepted chain flips to spin flips varies
as a function of temperature [33]: at low temperatures chain
flips dominate in the q-1D systems since flipping a chain seg-
ment does not require overcoming the stronger intra-chain in-
teraction. The heat capacity is extracted as the derivative of
the internal energy, and the entropy is integrated relative to
the high-temperature limit (T = 100J‖).

Effect of dilution on heat capacity— Our results [Fig. 2(a)]
show that dilution impacts the specific-heat of the 3D simple-
cubic model very differently to the two q-1D models investi-
gated. In the cubic model, we see a similar result to that noted
in previous studies: namely, that doping acts both to suppress
the peak in C(T ) associated with 3D ordering to lower tem-
perature and at the same time to broaden this feature [23, 26].
This behaviour is straightforwardly explained: dilution de-
creases the average number of interacting neighbour-pairs and
also makes the distribution of interacting pairs more varied.

By contrast, the effect of dilution on the C(T ) functions of
q-1D models is more complex. The broad high-temperature
feature associated with 1D order is surprisingly resilient to
doping, varying only in intensity but always resembling the
behaviour expected for isolated 1D chains. More obviously,

FIG. 2. (a) Comparison of heat capacity per spin in the 3D cu-
bic, q-1D square and q-1D triangular models at ten evenly-spaced
vacancy concentrations between ρ = 0 and 0.45. In each of the q-
1D models, J⊥/J‖ = 10−2. Solid lines display MC results, and
the mean-field theory results are shown as dashed lines. The two
dominant features in the q-1D models are denoted by T3D and T1D

at low- and high-temperatures, respectively. Linear scaling corre-
sponds to the slope of the gray triangle. (b) The effect of finite size
on 8×8×Lz supercell MC simulations of the undoped q-1D square
lattice. (c) Schematic showing the three temperature regimes rele-
vant to the physics of dilute q-1D systems: at T > T1D the model
is disordered; for T3D < T < T1D individual chain segments are
ordered with weak inter-chain order, and at T < T3D, order devel-
ops between segments. Large filled and hollow represent ±1 Ising
states while smaller dots represent non-interacting sites. (d) The cor-
responding spin–spin correlations functions of the ρ = 0.25 q-1D
square model, calculated perpendicular to the chain axis at three tem-
peratures corresponding to the schematics in (c).
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a low temperature feature appears, which grows in size and is
suppressed to lower temperature with dilution. This feature is
qualitatively similar in both square and triangular q-1D mod-
els, but appears at lower temperature in the frustrated case.
We denote the temperature maxima associated with these two
features T1D and T3D, respectively.

Examination of the individual spin-configurations of the
simulation [33] and spin–spin correlation functions reveal the
origin of this signature [Fig. 2(c,d)]. The two heat capacity
features demarcate three temperature regimes: (i) at high tem-
perature only short range correlations exist along the chains,
and the system is disordered; (ii) at temperatures between the
two C(T ) maxima, spins order within individual chain seg-
ments but inter-chain order is short-range (iii) at low temper-
atures, full 3D order of the spins is observed.

Since in the intermediate temperature regime, we expect a
q-1D system to act as weakly interacting, ordered chains, the
distribution of segment lengths will be central to the under-
lying physics. If the vacancies are randomly arranged, this
distribution can be expressed as the probability of a randomly
selected site falling into a chain segment of length `:

P (`) = `ρ2(1− ρ)`. (2)

The average chain length 〈`〉 = 1/ρ: as vacancy concentration
is increased, the average chain become shorter. Since the ef-
fective interactions between two segmented chains increases
with the segment length, it makes sense that the strength of
interactions, and therefore the 3D ordering temperature, de-
creases with increasing vacancy concentration.

Similar behaviour emerges as a finite-size effect in undoped
q-1D models [34]. In our simulations of the ρ = 0 q-1D
square model, varying the size of the system in the chain di-
rection (Lz) leads to a substantial change in the heat-capacity
[Fig. 2(b)]. With decreasing Lz , a new feature emerges on
the low-temperature side of the main C(T ) peak, growing in
intensity and decreasing in temperature in a way that mirrors
the behaviour observed on doping. The two effects are similar
because increasing dopant concentration and reducing model
size both decrease the average segment length. The main dif-
ference between these responses is that the low-temperature
feature in Fig. 2(a) is much broader than that in (b) because
there is a distribution of segment lengths in the randomly-
doped samples, whereas varying the box size leaves all chain
lengths the same.

Mean-field theory— This mapping between dilution and fi-
nite size effects suggested an approximate formulation for the
doped q-1D case. Let us assume that below the 1D ordering
transition, all the chain segments in each of n sublattices are
internally ordered and interact via a mean-field of their neigh-
bours. To compare to square and triangular lattice models we
use bipartite (α ∈ {1, 2}) and tripartite (α ∈ {1, 2, 3}) mod-
els, respectively. In this formulation, the Hamiltonian HαMF
of sublattice α reduces to a sum over segment lengths, where
each segment j ∈ (`, α) (of length ` on sublattice α) has a
collective normalised spin Sj = ±1:

HαMF =

J⊥
2

∑
β

ZαβMβ

 ∞∑
`=1

`
∑

j∈(`,α)

Sj

 . (3)

The first bracket encodes the mean-field of the neighbouring
sublattice(s): Zαβ is the per-site coordination number (via
inter-chain bonds) between the α and β sublattices in the un-
doped system; Mβ is the magnetisation of sublattice β. The
second bracket encodes the net spin of sublattice α. The self-
consistency equations

Mα =

∞∑
`=1

P (`) tanh

`J⊥
T

∑
β

ZαβMβ

 (4)

follow from (3) and can be solved numerically for the bipartite
and tripartite cases [33]. We subsequently obtain the heat-
capacity as the derivative of the internal energy. The sum in
(4) converges for all values of ρ, and we find a maximum value
of ` = 1000 ensures numerical accuracy.

The theory reproduces well the low-temperature behaviour
of the square q-1D system, particularly at low vacancy con-
centrations [Fig. 2(a)]. It is prone to many of the shortfalls
of mean-field theories: the transition temperature is overesti-
mated and the behaviour near the ordering transition is less
well captured. The behaviour of the q-1D triangular case is
less well captured because geometric frustration leads to a
distribution of local spin environments at the lowest temper-
atures, making the tripartite approximation of this lattice less
effective than the bipartite approximation in the square case.
Nevertheless, the important point is that the mean-field model
captures the dependence of the low-T feature on ρ: the tran-
sition temperature decreases as ρ increases and the feature at
T3D becomes more pronounced.

Linear regime— It is apparent from the MC results that
for low dilution, the square q-1D lattice has a regime where
C(T ) varies linearly with T . This regime spans the largest
temperature range for low vacancy concentrations and oc-
curs at a lower temperatures with increased values of ρ. In
this limit, we can use the mean-field framework developed
above to show that there is a regime below T3D (specifically,
1 � T/2J⊥Z⊥ � 1/ρ) for which the heat capacity follows
the relation

C(T ) =
γπ2ρ2kB
12J⊥Z⊥

T. (5)

Here, γ is a geometric factor equal to 1 or 4
3 for bipartite or

tripartite lattices, respectively [33]. Although this approxi-
mation is valid only within a small window of the function,
Eq. (5) illustrates a more general point: namely, that the de-
cay of the heat capacity below the anomaly maximum is very
slow. This is because of the broad distribution of segment
lengths—and therefore inter-chain interaction strengths—that
are involved in developing full 3D order.

Effect of dilution on entropy— The entropy is calculated by
integrating over the heat-capacity from the high-temperature
limit (Tmax = 100J‖) of our MC simulations (at which point
the system is assumed to be maximally disordered):

S(T ) = kB log 2−
∫ Tmax

T

C(T ′)

T ′
dT ′. (6)
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FIG. 3. (a) The intermediate-temperature (T3D < T = 0.2J‖ <
T1D) MC entropy per spin of the three models as a function of dilu-
tion. (b) The low-temperature (T = 0.01J‖) entropy, with a linear fit
to the q-1D triangular results shown as a solid line and the finite-size
limit shown as a dashed line. The upper-bound trend discussed in
the text is shown as a dot-dashed line. (c,d) A local state that gives
rise to a ρ-dependant ground-state entropy, viewed (c) along and (d)
perpendicular to the chain axis.

In the high-temperature limit of the mean-field theory, chain
segments are internally ordered but there exist no correla-
tions between segments. The associated per-spin entropy
(S = ρkB log 2) is shown in Fig. 3(a) alongside the values
calculated from the MC simulations an intermediate tempera-
ture, T = 0.2J‖, chosen between T3D and T1D. The relation
matches closely for all but the lowest values of ρ, where cor-
relations between segments lead to a suppression of entropy.
By contrast, the 3D cubic model is completely ordered for all
values of ρ.

When evaluated to the low-temperature limit, the entropies
of the undoped q-1D models join that of the cubic model, with
only minor deviations from complete order [Fig. 3(b)]. The
low-temperature entropy of the triangular model shows a com-
plex evolution as a function of doping. S varies approximately
linearly with ρ for all nonzero values of ρ, but jumps at ρ = 0
because of a subextensive entropy contribution that is a finite-
size effect. The value of this contribution is given by theory as
S = 0.3231kB/Lz , which matches well the simulated value
[35]. A small addition of vacancies breaks this degeneracy
by creating an imbalance in the geometrically-frustrated in-
teractions between chain segments of varying lengths, which
is the reason for the initial decrease in entropy on doping. By
contrast, the linear entropy increase with further doping is ro-
bust to changes in the simulation size. The empirical rela-
tion S ' 0.128 ρkB log 2 implies a ∼12.8% chance of a va-
cancy doubling the ground-state degeneracy. This result con-
trasts that of higher-dimensional systems such as the spin ices,
where doping leads to a non-monotonic variation of residual
entropy with dilution [36, 37].

Why does residual entropy scale linearly with defect den-
sity? To explain this trend, we consider environments such as
that shown in Fig. 3(c,d), where the spins in the central col-
umn could take either state with minimum energy. Taken in
isolation, the addition of a vacancy of this kind would dou-
ble the ground-state degeneracy. Using a MC method, we
calculate the probability of selecting such an environment in
the two-dimensional triangular Ising antiferromagnet as P ∗

FIG. 4. (a) Experimental and simulated magnetic heat capacity of
the Tb1−ρYρ(HCOO)3 series. (b) The variation in T1D with degree
of dilution for simulation (triangles) and experiment (circles), com-
pared with the mean-field result (line). (c) Entropy change over the
1D ordering transition as a function of dilution. Markers have the
same meanings as in (a), but the solid gray line is now the simple
relation ∆S(ρ) = ∆S(ρ = 0)(1 − ρ), expected for complete in-
chain order. (d) Spin–spin correlation functions generated from the
T = 0.4 K MC simulations with ρ = 0, 0.4.

= 0.289(3) [33]; the corresponding entropy [shown as a dot-
dashed line in Fig. 3(b)] is a severe overestimate because it ne-
glects the entropy-suppressing effect already noted: vacancies
not only create environments like (d) but also make the sur-
rounding chain-segments more unequal. Environments like
this are unique to geometrically-frustrated lattices, which ex-
plains why this effect is not seen in the square or cubic models.

Application to experiment— We conclude by relating our
theoretical and computational results to the experimental be-
haviour of the q-1D magnets Tb1−ρYρ(HCOO)3. In this fam-
ily, chains of magnetic Tb3+ and non-magnetic Y3+ ions are
arranged on a triangular lattice. Intra-chain interactions are
ferromagnetic; inter-chain interactions are weaker and anti-
ferromagnetic. The experimental heat-capacity has recently
been measured as a function of doping, and is shown in
Fig. 4(a) [20]. We use an Ising variant of the Hamiltonian
of Ref. 8 to carry out MC simulations for the experimental
values of ρ. The results of both experiment and simulation
are shown in Fig. 4(a): the two specific heat functions dis-
play a clear separation between a high temperature ordering
transition and an upturn at low temperature that increases in
intensity as ρ increases. The very low temperatures involved
mean that we were unable to access the full 3D ordering tran-
sition experimentally, but we interpret our results nonetheless
as consistent with theory. Moreover, there is good quantita-
tive agreement between the defect-dependence of the posi-
tion of the maximum in C(T ) [Fig. 4(b)], and also of the en-
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tropy change associated with 1D order [Fig. 4(c)]. In both
simulation and experiment, the entropy-change follows the
∆S(ρ) = ∆S(ρ = 0)(1 − ρ) law, consistent with the linear
trend in Fig. 3(a), so nonmagnetic doping has led to a resid-
ual entropy at 0.7 K. On examining the spin correlations of
our simulation [Fig. 4(d)], we see that inter-chain correlations
are disordered in the ρ = 0.4 segmented phase to the lowest
experimentally-accessible temperature.

Concluding remarks— So as to study the thermodynamic
signature of doping in q-1D systems systematically, we have
intentionally limited the scope of our study to the Ising
model. Nevertheless, our analysis might in future be extended
straightforwardly to XY or Heisenberg degrees of freedom,
and/or to include long-range interactions (e.g. dipolar)—so
long as these additional interactions are much weaker than the
intra-chain coupling. The prediction that C ∝ T at low tem-
perature for low concentrations of impurities may be of in-
terest to in quantum magnetism, where linear heat capacities
are used as a hallmark of fermionic excitations [38] but the

presence of defects is not considered. Such studies may also
be relevant to the behaviour of a variety of q-1D CDW sys-
tems, for example, where chemical or microstructural defects
are thought to play an important role [19]. A key advantage of
exploiting heat capacity measurements as a probe of uncon-
ventional order is that there is no fundamental constraint on
the type of degree of freedom involved. This is why our anal-
ysis might be as relevant to type I CDWs, q-1D ferroelectrics,
and other q-1D systems as it is to the behaviour of frustrated
magnets.
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